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Abstract
The interaction of the atmospheric flow field with forest edges is of substantial interest for the
storm stability of forest stands. In order to study the influence of the windward forest edge
structure on the flow characteristics above the canopy, experimental investigations in an atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel were carried out. Models of forest edges were exposed to a simulated atmospheric boundary layer flow. The taper angle of the edge was varied as well as the tree density of the stand. Time-averaged mean and turbulent flow quantities as well as spectral information were measured by means of a two-dimensional laser
Doppler anemometer system (LDA).
Introduction
Woody plant ecosystems are strongly vulnerable to extreme events which are more and
more associated with global climate change. As a consequence of this, researchers from
climatology, biology, ecology and engineering are investigating adaptation strategies to
strengthen the resistance and resilience of longevity woody plant ecosystems against storms
heat, drought and flooding.
Considering storms, which contribute most to damages in forest stands reveals that devastating windthrow often starts from the edge region spreading into the stand. Of course, windthrow in forest stands depend on numerous parameters such as topography, tree density,
canopy roughness, tree species, forest edge structure and soil parameters and windthrow
can also occur directly inside a forest stand, i.e. far from any edge, triggered by downbursting
gusts. However, the flow over the leading edge region of a forest induces strongest wind
loads on trees. Near forest edges, the steepest gradients of velocity and pressure are found,
giving rise to a higher probability of tree failure when compared to the inner stand. From a
fluid mechanical point of view, forests represent a porous/permeable body in which turbulence can persist and forest edges are highly permeable steps (length of inner and outer forest edges in Germany is around 600.000 km), which strongly interact with the atmospheric
boundary layer flow. Additionally, the canopy may have a longitudinal, lateral and vertical
distribution of porosity. A detailed knowledge of the relations between these various influencing parameters and the flow field is necessary to work out silvicultural strategies for a future
reduction of storm damage risk.
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State of the art
Fundamental research in the field of flows and forests was carried out by Fritzsche 1933,
Wölfle 1942 and Rottman 1986, who developed theories for the flow field behaviour at forest
edges. Raynor 1971 carried out measurements of mean wind velocities at a forest edge.
Ruck and Adams 1991 showed by wind tunnel simulation that the location of maximum turbulent shear stress is about 2-3 tree heights behind the leading edge, which is in good
agreement with observations of e.g. Mitscherlich 1974. Kruijt et al. 1995 investigated in the
field the progression of diffusive flow quantities in the edge region. Raupach et al. 1996 compared the flow over the canopy with a mixed-layer flow subject to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Irvine et al. 1997 measured the velocity field in the edge-near region and found that the
internal boundary layer thickness is growing much slower than in the case above an impermeable wall. Finnigan 2000 gave an excellent review on turbulence in plant canopies. Morse
et al. 2002 discussed the development of turbulence across a forest edge. Gardiner and Stacey 1996 and Dupont and Brunet 2008 investigated the influence of forest edge shape on
stem bending moments. Li et al. 1990, Liu et al. 1996, Yang et al. 2006 and Frank and Ruck
2008 carried out numerical computations simulating momentum fluxes over the forest edge.
Despite the fact that the forest edge has been the center of interest in many studies, it is up
to now not clear, how stand density and forest edge structure alter the flow field situation at
the canopy-near forest edges in detail. This is due to the fact that field measurements cannot
provide the required variation of stand structure for a systematic investigation of the problem
and that numerical simulations are presently not able to describe individual tree aerodynamics. To contribute to the knowledge of interaction of wind field and forest edges, detailed flow
field investigations near the canopy were performed. Edge shape and stand density were
varied in these investigations.
Forest models
For the wind tunnel investigations, forest models were used consisting of rigid model firs to
obtain a good geometrical similarity with real coniferous trees. The scale of the models was
1:200. As the reference case, the most dense configuration was used, in which the model
forest was made of 6700 single trees and the distance between model trees in main flow
direction x was ax = 2.06cm (4.1m) and in lateral y-direction almost equal, i.e. ay = 2.00cm
(4.0 m). The reference case will be denoted as (BD100). The forest model extended over a
length of 2.06m in x-direction and nearly all of the wind tunnel width of 1.5m. This resulted in
a stand density of 2400 trees per square meter for the model and 600 trees per hectare in
nature respectively. The mean height H of a single tree and thus the height of the canopy top
was 11.5cm which corresponds to 23m in nature. These values fit very well with statistical
data published by the National Forest Inventory of Germany 2002. The height of single trees
showed a natural variability in the range of 0.5cm, i.e. 1m in nature. The stems, on which
model fir crowns of 2.5cm width and 6cm height have been mounted, were polystyrene-rods
of 4mm diameter and a mean height of S = 5.5cm = 0.48H. By removing whole rows of the
originally dense model forest, see Fig. 1, the density of the homogenous forest stands was
varied. The arrangement where every second row was removed is denoted as BD50 and the
one where every second to fourth row was removed is denoted as BD25.
The structure of the leading forest edge was varied in the experiments. Two types of edge
models were used, homogeneous edges made of highly porous foam as well as edges consisting of single model trees. For the latter, first the stem height was diminished and for trees
less high than K=6cm, the top of the crown was cut. The individual trees were arranged at
distances of 2cm x 2cm. In the former case the used foam material was characterized by a
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very uniform, open-celled structure specified by 10 p.p.i (i.e. 10 pores per inch, cell size = ca.
2.5 mm) and a pore volume fraction of 97%. The pressure loss coefficient of this foam
amounted in model scale to kr,M = 300 m-1 corresponding to kr,N = 1.5m-1 in full scale.

Figure 1: Homogenous forest stands: outline of tests; ax = spacing between the trees in stream-wise
direction, ay = spacing between the trees in lateral direction (perpendicular to the approach flow), Lw =
length of the forest = distance between first and last tree row, H = mean stand height = 23 m, *stand
density based on the ground area of the reference configuration

Figure 2: Forest models with different edge structures: A) forest edge with open trunk space; B), C), D)
single tree edges with taper angles TW=63°, 45°, 27°, E) figure of dense forest with impermeable wall
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The height of the foam edges amounted to 11cm at the windward stand edge, thus, the edge
was slightly lower than the mean stand height H = 11.5cm. The structure of the single tree
edges is less uniform, but more natural and slightly sparser than that of the foam edges. The
taper angle TW of the edges was varied three times for both edge types.
For the investigations, the different edges were combined with both, the dense stand
(BD100) and the sparse stand (BD25), where every 2nd to 4th row was removed (see also
Frank and Ruck, 2009). In addition, a configuration was investigated where the airflow in the
trunk space of the dense forest was blocked completely by the windward arrangement of an
impermeable wall (Fig. 2)
Flow analysis
The velocity measurements were accomplished by means of a two-component laser Doppler
anemometer (2D-LDA) system. At every measuring point, about 26 600 data points were
sampled in coincidence mode with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. Hence, one point measurement took 53 s. The main flow direction was perpendicular to the stand edge. The origin
of the used x,z-coordinate system is located on the wind tunnel floor at the windward side of
the actual stand (i.e. at the leeward side of the upstream forest edges) with the x-axis in horizontal streamwise direction and the z-axis in upward oriented vertical direction.
From the measured instantaneous velocities U(x,z,t) in main flow direction and W(x,z,t) in
vertical direction the mean velocities u(x,z), w(x,z) and therefrom the turbulent fluctuations
u’(x,z,t), w’(x,z,t) using the decompositions U=u+u’ and W=w+w’ were computed. Further, the
mean vertical momentum flux u ' w' was derived. A negative value of u ' w' tells that the flux is
directed downwards and the magnitude gives a measure for its strength. Hence, this term is
of high interest, as it is a widespread assumption that downward flowing gusts are at least
partly responsible for windthrow and windbreak. For more detail on this issue, the momentum
flux above homogeneous stands with respect to its fractions of sweeps (u’>0, w’<0), bursts
(u’<0, w’>0), outward and inward interactions (u’>0, w’>0 and u’<0, w’<0 respectively) was
analysed. In order to detect the flow phenomena near the canopy top, measurements were
carried out at a height as close as technically possible over the canopy top, i.e. z/H = 1.13,
and with a high spatial resolution between 1 cm = 0.087⋅H (2 m in nature) near the windward
edge and 5 cm = 0.435⋅H (10 m) near the leeward edge.
The simulated Atmospheric Boundary Layer
To simulate real atmospheric flow processes in the wind tunnel, a simulation of an atmospheric boundary layer is required, see Counihan 1975. Since the main focus was on strong
wind conditions, a neutrally stratified atmospheric boundary layer was simulated. A neutral
boundary layer can be characterized adequately by the mean wind velocity profiles, turbulence profiles and the energy distribution of the gusts (Plate 1995). To generate an appropriate approach wind profile, spires and roughness elements were used, see Frank and Ruck
(2007). Figure 3 shows good agreement between the simulated boundary layer and literature
data (Eurocode 1:2005, Plate 1995) for an approaching flow over suburban terrain ( α = 0.26,
z0=1.9 mm i.e. 0.38 m in natural scale).
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Figure 3: Simulated atmospheric boundary layer: a) time-averaged horizontal velocity u(z) (zref =
0.05 m, uref = 4.34 m/s, b) turbulence intensity in main flow direction Tu(z), c) Turbulence intensity in
vertical direction Tw(z), d) Normalized spectral density functions f⋅Suu(f)/u’²

In Fig. 3d, dimensionless spectral density functions measured at three different heights are
shown together with the von Kármán spectrum. The spectra match very well in terms of location and height of the maximum and almost two decades of the inertial range are resolved.
This indicates that the behaviour of the large scales, which carry the greatest part of the kinetic energy in the flow, were correctly resolved.
Results
First of all, a most interesting question is how the flow develops over the edge in vertical wind
direction. Fig. 4 gives the angle of the mean flow directly above the canopy in the x-z-plane
along the dashed measuring line. As can be seen, the flow angle starts between 12°-15°
depending on the taper angle of the edge and decreases with distance from the edge. This
shows that in time-mean consideration at the edge region, there is a vertical outflow of mass
through the canopy in upward direction, which decreases with x/H. The time-mean vertical
outflow mass flux is caused by a time-mean horizontal inflow mass flux at the windward edge
of the forest. It can also be inferred that a smaller taper angle of the edge, which is equivalent to longer edge shapes, slows down the approaching wind more effectively, so that the
frontal inflow mass flux into the canopy and trunk space is reduced. As a consequence, this
leads to smaller angles of the time-mean outflow, i.e. to a smaller vertical outflow mass flux.

Fig. 4: Flow angle of
the time-mean outflow through the canopy, measured at
z/H=1.13;
tapered
edges consisting of
single trees, tee density
BD100, taper
angle 27°, 45°, 63°

From the time-mean results shown in Fig. 4 it cannot be concluded that there is a continuous
outflow through the canopy. Instead, instantaneous gusts penetrate into the canopy and lead
to instantaneous wind loading. To describe this gust flux, the turbulent momentum flux can
be measured indicating the x-momentum flux transported in z-direction, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Dependency of time-averaged turbulent momentum flux u' w ' close to the canopy top (z/H =
1.13) above a dense stand (BD100) on different windward forest edges

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the turbulent momentum flux u' w ' increases and reaches its
peak value between 4 < x/H < 8, depending on the edge angle. The results agree well with
former studies, see Ruck and Adams (1991). The curves for smaller edge angles are shifted
a little towards the upstream forest edge indicating that the turbulent momentum exchange is
increasing earlier due to the longer way over a forested canopy. A more detailed picture of
the vertical momentum flux can be obtained by quadrant analysis, see Shaw et al. 1983.
With this analysis, the sign of u’ and w’ forming a time series of u’w’(t) is analyzed. The products u’w’(t) are sorted in 4 quadrants according to the individual sign of its components.
Quadrant 1 contains all values of (+u’)*(+w’), quadrant 2 all values of (-u’)*(+w’), quadrant 3
all values of (-u’)*(-w’) and quadrant 4 all values of (+u’)*(-w’). Using these criteria, one can
subdivide into downward momentum flux (quadrant 2 and 4) and upward momentum flux
(quadrant 1 and 3). Using bivariate histograms, the joint probability distributions from simultaneously measured values of u’ and w’ can be displayed indicating probabilities of occurrence of certain combinations, see Fig. 6.
Considering the spectra of velocity fluctuations in the horizontal streamwise direction at different positions A – H, see Fig. 7, reveals that the turbulence of the approaching flow (position A) is on a moderate level (the area under each curve is proportional to the variance of
the fluctuations). The spectrum alters with distance from the edge. As can be seen at position B and C, turbulence is produced in the range of higher frequencies. This phenomenon is
mainly due to the generation of wake turbulence behind individual tree components like needles, branches, stems and whole crowns. Especially, in the region, where strong horizontal
momentum can be transported vertically, the generation of wake turbulence is on a high
level. After rebuilding a new internal boundary layer, far behind the edge, the production of
mean wind wake turbulence is decreasing and the drag in the canopy is sustained mainly by
vertical turbulent mixing. Nevertheless, the area beneath the curves is greater than in the
approach flow, underlining that the turbulence remains on a high level near the rough canopy. It seems that smaller taper angles induce in the edge-near region slightly higher turbulence levels. Another most interesting aspect is the skewness of the wind velocity distribution
near the canopy at the edge region, see Fig. 8. As can be seen, the skewness is positive
near the edge and tends to nil inside the forest far from the edge. This means that the span
of the velocity fluctuations right from the mean is greater than left from the mean suggesting
that strong wind velocities may occur. Inside the stand, the distribution becomes symmetrical
indicating that fluctuation velocities above and below the mean are equally distributed.
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Fig. 6: Bivariate histograms of joint probability distributions of u’ and w’ at four positions A, B, C, D

Fig. 7: Spectrum of horizontal streamwise wind fluctuations close to the canopy of a dense forest with
tapered edges, tree density BD100, taper angle 27°, 45°, 63°, 90°
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Fig. 8: Skewness of the velocity distribution near the canopy (z/H=1.13) at the edge region for a dense
forest (BD100 = 600 tress/ha), taper angle 27°, 45°, 63°, 90°

Conclusion
Resuming the results of this study and former studies allows to set-up a sketch, which comprises the main features of the flow across a forest edge, see Fig. 9. The atmospheric flow
interacts with the forest edge as follows: At the leading edge the oncoming flow is partially
blocked and displaced. As a consequence of this, a region of overpressure forms before the
edge decaying into the forest. A part of the flow enters the branch-free stem volume and is
decelerated.

Fig. 9: Main features of the flow across a forest edge

A second part of the oncoming flow (and momentum) enters the crown volume and is slowed
down very quickly in the porous canopy. Thus, the edge-near trees have to bear the highest
wind loads due to drag induced by pressure and friction. A third part of the approaching atmospheric flow is displaced and flows over the canopy. A new internal boundary layer builds
up showing highest canopy-near velocities at the beginning (edge). This leads to highest
friction values at the edge-near canopy top. Furthermore, the flow over the canopy resembles a mixing-layer flow where two layers of different wind velocity (crown layer and abovecanopy layer) meet at an interface giving rise to vortical instabilities (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability ->coherent structures). However, this mixing-layer flow is particular, since the differen-
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tial velocity between the layers is not constant, but decrease starting from the edge. This
leads to a region of highest exchange of vertical momentum, which is found in a distance of
4 < x/H <8 behind the edge. The above explanations refer mainly to mean flow and statistical
turbulent quantities. In reality, there is a dynamic coupling between wind field and tree/crown
movement (wind loads). Thus, fluid-structure interactions caused by individual gusts have to
be considered in tree failure analyses.
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